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Since the collapse of the Bretton Woods system in 1970s, with economic 
globalization, liberalization and financial deepening development, the level of 
Fictitious Economy has kept rising and Fictitious Economy has gradually grown to a 
relatively independent economic system from Real Economy. 
With the rapid development of Fictitious Economy, the size of fictitious assets 
grown rapidly and the growth rate of Fictitious Economy has greatly exceeded that of 
the real economy. However, as we know, every coin has two sides, Although 
Fictitious Economy can Promote economic development, it can increase the risk of 
economic operation. In recent years, "global" or "international" economic turmoil and 
financial crisis caused by real estate bubble, stock market crash, financial derivatives 
speculation, as well as speculative tide of international hedge funds occurred quite 
frequently. The current global financial crisis triggered by U.S. subprime mortgage 
crisis has dealt a heavy blow to the world economy and again relevant issues of 
Fictitious Economy have been the focus of academia and the society. 
First, on the basis of conducting a literature review on Fictitious Economy, 
defines the concept of Fictitious Economy and explain its meaning and characteristics, 
which lays a theoretical foundation for the later study. Second, describe the emergence 
and development of Fictitious Economy, From the theoretical and practical aspects. 
Third, studies the relationship between Fictitious Economy and the real economy and 
concludes that the contradiction between the nature of Fictitious Economy and the 
form of its movement has led to its frequent departure from the real economy. And 
studies the conduction mechanism of Fictitious Economy’s impact on the real 
economy. Forth, based on previous two chapters, applies mathematical models to 
analyze the relationship between the non-coordinated development of Fictitious 
Economy and the real economy, and financial crisis,. Finally, studies the current 
development status of China’s Fictitious Economy, and proposes some policy 
recommendations for how to promote the healthy development of China's Fictitious 
Economy. 
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第一章  导论 
1.1 研究背景与意义 




亿美元，GDP 总量为 208139 亿美元，虚拟资产总量仅相当于 GDP 的 1.6 倍；而
到 2003 年，全球虚拟资产总量猛增至 3169741 亿美元，GDP 总量达到 361698
亿美元，虚拟资产总量与 GDP 的比值则达到了 8.8 的高水平并且，13 年间虚拟
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